"Segmental hidden Markov models" (SHMMs) are intended to overcome important speech-modelling limitations of the conventional-HMM approach by representing sequences (or segments) of features and incorporating the concept of trajectories to describe how features change over time. A novel feature of the approach presented in this paper is that extra-segmental variability between different examples of a sub-phonemic speech segment is modelled separately from intra-segmental variability within any one example. The extra-segmental component of the model is represented in terms of variability in the trajectory parameters, and these models are therefore referred to as "probabilistic-trajectory segmental HMMs" (PTSHMMs). This paper presents the theory of PTSHMMs using a linear trajectory description characterized by slope and mid-point parameters, and presents theoretical and experimental comparisons between different types of PTSHMMs, simpler SHMMs and conventional HMMs.
Introduction
Currently, the acoustic-phonetic components of the most successful large-vocabulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are almost exclusively based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) of some phonetically-defined subword units, with a very similar specification for all the systems (a description of one of the most successful systems is given by ). The typical approach is to use a large inventory of context-dependent phone models, trained on a vast quantity of speech data. The models themselves tend to be gender-dependent but otherwise "speaker-independent", possibly with on-line adaptation to any particular speaker. Using this approach, impressive performance has been achieved on recognition of read speech. For example, the lowest word error rate of the 1994 US Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) evaluations was 7.2% (Woodland, Leggetter, Valtchev & Young, 1995) , for read speech from North American business news texts using a vocabulary of 65 000 words. However, the general level of performance drops if the recording conditions and speaking style are less controlled. An extreme example is provided by the Switchboard corpus of completely unscripted spontaneous telephone conversations, for which typical word error rates are around 45% (e.g. Fosler et al., 1996) . Although there are many aspects to the problems associated with this type of recognition task, the extent of the drop in performance when moving beyond constrained domains suggests that there may be inherent deficiencies in the acoustic modelling paradigm.
HMMs provide a framework which is broadly appropriate for modelling speech patterns, accommodating both variability in time-scale and short-term spectral variability. However, these models are simply general statistical pattern matchers, which do not take advantage of the constraints inherent in the speech production process and make certain assumptions that are actually at variance with what is known about the nature of speech production and its relationship with acoustic realization. In particular, the following three assumptions which are made by the HMM formalism are clearly inappropriate for modelling speech patterns:
• Piecewise stationarity. The HMM framework assumes that a speech pattern is produced by a piecewise stationary process, with instantaneous transitions between stationary states.
• The independence assumption. In HMMs, the probability of a given acoustic vector corresponding to a given state depends only on the vector and the state, and is otherwise independent of the sequence of acoustic vectors preceding and following the current vector and state. The model therefore takes no account of the dynamic constraints of the physical system which has generated a particular sequence of acoustic data, except inasmuch as these can be incorporated in the feature vector associated with a state. In a typical speaker-independent HMM recognizer where each modelling unit is represented by a multi-modal Gaussian distribution to include all speakers, the model in effect treats each frame of data as if it may have been spoken by a different speaker.
• State duration distribution. A consequence of the independence assumption is that the probability of a model staying in the same state for several frames is determined only by the "self-loop" transition probability. Thus the state duration in an HMM conforms to a geometric probability distribution which assigns maximum probability to a duration of one frame and exponentially decreasing probabilities to longer durations.
The impact of these inappropriate assumptions can be reduced by, for example, using a generous allocation of states which allows a sequence of piecewise stationary segments to better approximate the dynamics and also makes a duration of one frame per state more appropriate. A popular way of mitigating the effects of the independence assumption is to use an acoustic feature vector which includes information over a time span of several frames. This is most usually achieved by including the first and sometimes also the second time derivative of the original static features. However, although such techniques have been shown to be of practical benefit in improving recognition performance, the independence assumption actually becomes even less valid because the observed data for any one frame are used to contribute to a time span of several feature vectors.
Rather than trying to modify the data to fit the model, it should be better to make the model more appropriate for speech signals. The inappropriate assumptions of HMMs are linked with their frame-synchronous characteristic, whereby states are associated with single acoustic feature vectors. In order to improve the underlying model, it is necessary somehow to incorporate the concept of modelling frame sequences rather than individual frames, with the aim of providing an accurate model of speech dynamics across an utterance in a way which takes into account predictable factors such as speaker continuity. At the same time, it is important to retain the many desirable attributes of the HMM framework, such as rigorous data-driven training, optimal decoding and delayed decision-making. The work described in this paper has therefore taken HMMs as a starting point for developing a novel framework for representing variability in segments of speech.
Segmental modelling
From the perspective of segmental modelling for automatic speech recognition, the term "segment" will be taken as referring to any sequence of frames representing some linguistically meaningful speech unit. Typically, these units correspond to phones or to subcomponents of phones, but other units such as diphones have been used (e.g. Ghitza & Sondhi, 1993) . The choice of unit does not affect the probabilistic formalism, but is important when considering the most appropriate way of describing the acoustic feature dynamics. A comprehensive review of segment models has been provided by Ostendorf, Digalakis and Kimball (1996) . A brief overview of different modelling approaches, including reference to a few example models, is given here in order to provide background for the current work.
A major initial motivating factor for the development of "segmental" acoustic models was the opportunity to exploit acoustic features which are apparent at the segmental but not at the frame level. For example, the segmental-modelling work of Zue and his colleagues at MIT (e.g. Zue, Glass, Philips & Seneff, 1989) was driven by the goal of using linguistically-defined distinctive features such as voicing. An alternative type of segmental feature is one which simply represents the time evolution of frame-based features by some parametric description. For example, Krishnan and Rao (1994) represented speech segments as a sequence of a specified number of contiguous linear components, computed using a piecewise linear regression algorithm. In any approach whereby a segment is represented as a fixed-dimensional "segmental" feature vector, the number of terms contributing to the probability for a sequence of segments is proportional to the number of hypothesized segments. As a consequence, any simple use of segmental features will tend to be dominated by effects due to numbers of probability terms and so will be biased towards interpretations using few long segments. Approaches aimed at getting around this problem by preventing implausible segmentations include the incorporation of a separate segmentation probability (e.g. Leung, Hetherington & Zue, 1991; Verhasselt, Illina, Martens, Gong & Haton, 1997) , and the use of an "anti-phone" model (Glass, Chang & McCandless, 1996) .
Although there have been promising recent advances in frameworks for using segmental features, these approaches still rely on extracting characteristics which preserve all the necessary information for discrimination. An alternative is to model the dynamics and associated variability using frame-based features. It is then straightforward to retain important advantages of conventional HMM approaches, particularly delayed decision-making and simultaneous segmentation with recognition.
The simplest form of model which directly represents sequences of acoustic feature vectors is one in which a segment is characterized by a time-varying sequence of distributions, but observations are assumed to be conditionally independent given the position in the sequence. The sequence of distributions can be considered as a series of regions associated with an HMM state, and a mapping function can be used to specify the sequence of regions to use for an observed segment of a given length. Non-parametric trajectory models, whereby each model region corresponds directly with a point along the trajectory, include the "Stochastic Segment Model" (SSM) described by Ostendorf and Roukos (1989) and the model suggested by Ghitza and Sondhi (1993) . For parametric trajectory models, the regions represent positions along a continuous trajectory, defined for example by a polynomial in multi-dimensional feature space. Models of this type include those suggested by Gish and Ng (1993) and by Deng, Aksmanovic, Sun and Wu (1994) .
Trajectory-based segment models of the type described above provide a general description of the time-varying characteristics of different speech sounds. However, even after allowing for the effect of segment duration on trajectory realization, there will in general still be extensive variability in the different trajectories associated with a single model unit, especially in speaker-independent systems but also because a variety of different phonetic contexts are usually represented within one model. Treating observations as independently distributed around a single trajectory for one model unit does not therefore provide a very explicit model of feature dynamics, as it cannot take full advantage of the speech-production constraints associated with the sequence of observations representing any one example. This approach therefore only goes a small way towards overcoming the temporal independence problem. Given that a segment is represented by a mean trajectory, it is natural and in principle also straightforward (especially for non-parametric trajectory models) to represent temporal correlations within the associated covariance matrix. However, there do not appear to be any successful attempts at incorporating a complete representation of temporal correlation over the duration of a segment. Using the SSM, Roucos, Ostendorf, Gish and Derr (1988) experimented with modelling correlations within a feature over time, but this did not improve performance over that obtained when assuming complete independence. A major problem in modelling temporal covariance is the difficulty of robustly estimating the greatly increased number of parameters, especially if covariance between features is also to be included. Goldenthal (1994) adopted an approach designed to capture the general nature of correlations over time while using a manageable number of covariance parameters. An input segment was matched to a "synthetic segment" generated by a stored template and the resulting error signal was averaged into a small number of subsegments, over which temporal correlations could be modelled. However, this approach only provides a very general description of correlations and is not a strong representation of the continuously evolving dynamic nature of the speech signal itself. In addition, the model suffers from the same difficulties as approaches using segmental features, in adopting a fixedlength representation of a segment and in applying the statistical modelling to features which are extracted separately.
An alternative to modelling general correlations is to restrict the representation of correlation to a specific time-span, which is reasonable as the highest correlations exist between speech observations which are closest together in time. Extensions of HMMs to incorporate linear dependencies of the emission probabilities on previous observations were first proposed by Brown (1987) and by Wellekens (1987) . An extension of the SSM to condition the observation probabilities on the identity of the observation at the previous frame time was described by Digalakis, Ostendorf and Rohlicek (1989) , and a similar extension to a parametric trajectory segment model has been presented by Deng and Rathinavelu (1995) . Overall, the results of experiments with models incorporating conditional observation probabilities have shown that some recognition performance advantages are possible, but varying levels of success have been achieved which indicates that model robustness may be an issue. The underlying assumption is that, for any one model unit, a single function can describe the statistical dependence between successive frames. However, although this may be a reasonable assumption for underlying trends in a sequence, specific observed sequences will in general show considerable variation from the trend due to approximations in the modelling assumptions, differences between speakers, recording conditions and so on.
A model which is more robust to variations of detail in the relationship between successive observations is the dynamical system model suggested by Digalakis (1992) . The dynamical system incorporates a two-part model for generating an observation sequence given a model state. The first component of the model represents underlying trends in the relation between one observation and the next by expressing the relationship between successive time frames at the level of unobserved state vectors. The second part represents the relation between an unobserved state vector and an observed feature vector, and includes an observation noise term to allow some variation in the pattern of the observations given the underlying trend. Digalakis demonstrated that a dynamical system model outperformed both an independentframe segment model and a segment model with conditional observation probabilities, when using the same set of acoustic features in all cases.
The segment modelling approaches described above are all aimed at providing an accurate model of feature dynamics by augmenting a single general trajectory model with some direct representation of the temporal dependencies between observations in a sequence. However, speech segments corresponding to any one model unit typically show considerable variability that is due to factors such as differences in phonetic context or speaker. In many cases, this variability really corresponds to different underlying dynamic characteristics and should thus be represented systematically by including different trajectories. A straightforward way of representing multiple trajectories per model is to use a mixture of segmental distributions, analogous to using mixtures of Gaussians to represent output probability distributions for HMMs. Ng (1996), Fukada, Sagisaka and Paliwal (1997) and Deng and Aksmanovic (1997) have all demonstrated advantages from including multiple-mixture components in parametric trajectory segment models, based on TIMIT vowel classification tasks. Models using a mixture of non-parametric trajectories have been proposed by Gong and Haton (1994) and as an extension to the independent-frame SSM (Kimball & Ostendorf, 1993) . Kimball and Ostendorf demonstrated that a mixture version of the SSM outperformed both the independent-frame version and frame-level mixture models for context-independent phone modelling. For context-dependent modelling however, a frame-level mixture model gave the best performance, presumably because there were problems with training the large number of parameters in the trajectory mixture models.
Representing a single model unit with different alternative trajectories is a useful way of reducing the variability that needs to be associated with any one trajectory model. However, a discrete mixture is unlikely to provide a sufficient range of different trajectories with a manageable number of parameters. An alternative approach is in effect to represent a continuous mixture of trajectories by including some model of trajectory variation. Once variability in the underlying trajectory has been accounted for, quite a small degree of variability can be expected on a frame-by-frame basis. This approach has the potential to provide a constraining model of feature dynamics in a way which does not require a complex representation of correlations nor even some more limited model of temporal dependencies. This paper describes a segment model with separate components describing trajectory variation and variability of observations around any one underlying trajectory.
Theory of probabilistic-trajectory segmental HMMs
The aim of the current work was to extend the basic HMM formalism to incorporate a more appropriate model of speech variability, while also retaining tractable mathematical theory for training and recognition. A "segmental HMM" (SHMM) can be defined in general terms as a Markov model where segments, rather than frames, are the homogeneous units which are treated as probabilistic functions of the model states. The model described in this paper is a particular class of SHMM, in which a model state is associated with a "probabilistic trajectory". This section gives a general description of probabilistic-trajectory SHMMs, and goes on to discuss one example in more detail.
A stochastic model of feature-vector trajectories
As with many segment models, an important concept in the model presented here is the idea that the relationship between successive acoustic feature vectors representing a subphonemic speech segment can be approximated by some form of trajectory through the feature space. The main characteristic that distinguishes the current approach is the representation of feature variability. A probabilistic-trajectory SHMM (PTSHMM) 1 for a speech sound provides a representation of the range of possible underlying trajectories for that sound, where the trajectories are of variable duration and each duration has a state-dependent probability. To accommodate the fact that an observed sequence of feature vectors will in general not follow any underlying trajectory exactly, any one trajectory is modelled as "noisy". A segment is thus described by a stochastic process whose mean changes as a function of time according to the parameters of the trajectory. The model therefore makes a distinction between two types of variability: the first is extra-segmental variation in the underlying trajectory; and the second is intra-segmental variation of the observations around any one trajectory. Intuitively, extrasegmental variations represent general factors, such as differences between speakers or chosen pronunciation for a speech sound, which would lead to different trajectories for the same subphonemic unit. The extra-segment distribution can be regarded as providing a state-dependent prior that constrains possible sequences of observations over a segment, by specifying the set of trajectories which define plausible time-evolving series of distribution means for any one segment example. Intra-segmental variations can be regarded as representing the much smaller frame-to-frame variation that exists in the realization of a particular pronunciation in a given context by any one speaker.
For reasons of mathematical tractability and of trainability, all variability associated with PTSHMMs is modelled with Gaussian distributions assuming diagonal covariance matrices, and only parametric trajectory models are considered. The extra-segment distributions describe variability in the trajectory parameters, and so the model effectively represents a continuous mixture of trajectories.
General formulation of a probabilistic-trajectory segmental HMM
For notational simplicity, in the following description it will be assumed that the observation sequence y = y 0 , . . . , y T is one-dimensional and corresponds to a single segment. Suppose that F = { f a } a∈A is a parameterized family of functions f a : {0, 1, . . . , T } → Y . In principle F can be used as a set of trajectories to define segment probability distributions over the set of segments of length T + 1. Let the intra-segment variance around the trajectory, τ > 0, be fixed. Given that f a ∈ F, the conditional probability of y given f a is defined to be the product over t of the probabilities of the individual elements y t given a normal distribution N f a (t),τ with mean f a (t) and variance τ :
N f a (t),τ is the intra-segment distribution. Hence, the alternative to the HMM independence assumption is that, although individual observations y t are mutually independent, they depend on the trajectory f a . Assuming that this trajectory is a good general representation of the observations it is intended to describe, the intra-segment variance will be much smaller than the total variance. Thus P(y| f a ) will be small unless the sequence y is well-represented by the trajectory f a , thereby providing a fairly tight continuity constraint on the interpretation of y. This is a major advantage over conventional HMMs, which treat all observations for all examples represented by any one state in the same way. Furthermore, the impact of the independence assumption is reduced to a much greater extent than is possible if all the variance is represented (time-independently) around a single fixed trajectory (as in the model described by Deng et al. (1994) ), while avoiding the need for modelling error-correlations between successive observations (as in the approach of Goldenthal (1994)).
With the PTSHMM approach, in order to obtain the joint probability of y and the trajectory f a given a model state it is necessary to include the extra-segment probability P(a), which is the probability that a defines a plausible trajectory for that state. This leads to the joint probability P(y, f a ) = P(y| f a )P(a). Note that this expression includes two component probabilities and, if either one or the other is ignored by making certain simplifying assumptions, probability expressions for different types of segment model can be obtained. One approach could be to assume that the trajectory f a provides an exact description of the observations and that the observation probability P(y| f a ) could be ignored and hence P(y, f a ) ∝ P(a). This model uses a segmental feature which is a parametric description of a segment of feature vectors, and has similarities with the model suggested by Krishnan and Rao (1994) . An alternative approach would be to assume that there is a single trajectory f a which is defined in the model, so that the trajectory probability P(a) could be ignored and hence P(y, f a ) ∝ P(y| f a ). This model associates a state with a single trajectory, which was the approach adopted by Deng et al. (1994) . Models of this type will be referred to in the current paper as "fixed-trajectory segmental HMMs" (FTSHMMs), to distinguish them from the probabilistic-trajectory approach which is being suggested here. In fact FTSHMMs can be seen mathematically as a limiting case of PTSHMMs by fixing certain model parameters appropriately, as explained further in Section 3.3.3.
In conventional HMM-based classification, the probability of any model having produced a particular utterance of duration D includes the product of exactly D state emission probabilities. In a PTSHMM however, any one segment probability consists of the product of two different types of probability, and so there is one intra-segmental probability per frame in a segment but also one extra-segmental probability per segment. Different explanations of the data may therefore use different numbers of the two types of probability, depending on the number of segments. Recognition performance is thus dependent on a suitable balance between the different numbers of probability contributions which arise for alternative segmentations. This issue is similar to the segmentation issue for segmental-feature models, which has been discussed in Section 2. However, in the case of PTSHMMs, the distinction between different types of probability should enable the segmentation to be controlled appropriately. For incorrect segment boundaries, even the most likely trajectory should in general be quite a poor match to the observations and so the intra-segmental probability will be small. The different probabilities should balance correctly as long as the modelling assumptions are sufficiently accurate. Issues arising from the segment probability model have been investigated theoretically and experimentally, and are discussed extensively throughout this paper.
In a PTSHMM, the trajectory parameters can vary and are "hidden" from the observer, and so the uncertainty in the trajectory realization needs to be accommodated in the probability calculation. The trajectory parameters a are thus unknown, and so from a formal mathematical viewpoint the correct solution is to obtain the "trajectory-independent" probability b i (y) of the sequence of observations in the segment y given the ith model state by integrating out over all possible values of a, thus:
This form of segmental HMM has been studied by Gales and Young (1993) , for the simplest case of a "static" model in which the underlying trajectory is assumed to be constant over time. A conceptually-simpler alternative, which was proposed by Russell (1992 Russell ( , 1993 and was investigated experimentally by Holmes and Russell (1995a , b, 1996 , is to use an approximation by considering P(y, f a ) for only one specified trajectory f a . Considering only one trajectory is advantageous for studying and evaluating the model representation of particular speech segments. When using a model based on a single trajectory, a useful definition is to specify:
In the above expression,â(y) is the most likely trajectory 2 , whose parameters are those that maximize the joint probability of the observations and trajectory, given the model parameters. The most likely trajectory is a maximum a posteriori estimate which takes into account prior information that y represents the particular model state, and is thus model-dependent. The studies described in this paper include a theoretical and experimental comparison of the modelling properties of the most-likely-trajectory and the trajectory-independent approaches to computing observation probabilities.
The simplest trajectory assumption is one in which the underlying trajectory is assumed to be constant over time and is thus represented by a single static "target" vector. This form of static PTSHMM was suggested by Russell (1992 Russell ( , 1993 . A major advantage of the segmental approach is the ability to describe temporal dynamics. The static PTSHMM includes some dynamic aspects, in that it imposes a degree of continuity constraint. However, considerably greater advantage should be obtained by also incorporating the local frame-to-frame dynamic characteristics which result from the non-stationary nature of the speech signal. By assuming that the underlying trajectory changes linearly, a linear dynamic PTSHMM can be formulated (Holmes & Russell, 1995b; . Section 3.3 describes the theory of linear dynamic PTSHMMs using trajectory-independent probability calculations, and discusses the relationship with the same models using most-likely-trajectory probability calculations and also with other models.
Linear probabilistic-trajectory segmental HMMs
A simple model of frame-to-frame dynamics is one in which it is assumed that the underlying trajectory vector changes linearly over time. Previous studies of trajectory representations of mel-cepstrum features have suggested that a linear trajectory model is sufficient to capture the time-evolving characteristics (at least when using three segments per phone). The adequacy of a linear model is also supported by Gish and Ng (1993) , who found that a linear trajectory was sufficient for most sounds, even when only using one segment per phone. The linear PTSHMM combines a linear description of dynamics with the separate modelling of within-segment and between-segment variability.
Model representation
A linear trajectory f (m,c) is defined by its slope m and the segment mid-point value c, such that f (m,c) 
if the trajectory has a duration of T + 1 frames. It is well known that the slope m (y) and mid-point value c (y) of the linear trajectory which provides the best fit to a particular sequence of observations y = y 0 , . . . , y T (in a least-squared error sense) are given by
and the residual sum of squared deviations of the observations about the line is equal to
Now suppose that the distributions of the two trajectory parameters for a given state are defined by Gaussian distributions N µ,γ and N ν,η for the slope and mid-point respectively. The intrasegment distribution is assumed to be Gaussian with fixed variance τ . All distributions are assumed to have diagonal covariance matrices, and for notational simplicity all observation sequences are therefore assumed to be one-dimensional. The joint probability 3 of a particular sequence of observations y = y 0 , . . . , y T and any particular values of the slope m and midpoint c is thus defined as follows:
Trajectory-independent probability calculation. The output probability calculation involves integrating P(y, m, c) over the unknown trajectory parameters m and c. The probability expression can be written as follows:
Adopting a similar approach to the one used by Gales and Young (1993) for a static model, it is shown in the Appendix that the integral can be evaluated to give an expression which does not depend on values of m or c, thus,
where for notational convenience the symbol q represents the multiplying constant
Relationship with most-likely-trajectory approach. In order to gain some insight into the trajectory-independent probability expression given above, it is informative to consider the corresponding most-likely-trajectory probability expression,P(y), which evaluates P (y, m, c) for the most likely values of m and c, thus,
In the above equation,m(y) andĉ(y) are the values of the slope and mid-point that together maximize the joint probability of the observations and the trajectory. They are obtained by expanding log P (y, m, c) according to the definition of a Gaussian distribution, differentiating with respect to m and c, setting the partial derivatives to zero and solving. The resulting equations for the most likely slopem(y) and the most likely mid-pointĉ(y) are each a weighted sum of the parameters which are most likely with respect to the data and their expected values as defined by the model, thus,
By substituting the expressions form(y) andĉ(y) back into the expression forP(y) and simplifying, it can be shown that the most-likely-trajectory output probability can be expressed as follows:
where, as before, the symbol q is used to represent the multiplying constant (1) and (2), it is evident that the only difference between the two output probability expressions is in the normalizing constant terms: the multiplier
in the most-likely-trajectory expression is replaced by
qγ +τ for the trajectoryindependent probability, with the consequence that
The relationship between the two probabilities therefore depends on the model variances and on segment duration, but not on the data. Experiments investigating the consequences of the differences between the two approaches to computing output probabilities are described in Section 4. However, it is also interesting to note that a theoretical consequence of the difference between the two probability expressions is that, in the case of the trajectory-independent approach, simpler models arise naturally as special cases by simply setting appropriate parameters to zero (in the most-likely-trajectory approach it is necessary to explicitly exclude the appropriate slope and/or mid-point contribution if either γ or η is set to zero). Specific limiting cases are discussed in Section 3.3.3.
Parameter estimation
Extended Baum-Welch parameter re-estimation formulae have been derived for lineartrajectory PTSHMMs using both most-likely-trajectory and trajectory-independent probability calculations. Given an observation sequence y = y 0 , . . . , y T and an N -state model M, the goal of this approach to re-estimation is to derive a new model M, for which P(y|M) ≥ P(y|M). Following the approach of Liporace (1982), re-estimation formulae for PTSHMMs were derived by introducing an auxiliary function and finding new values of the model parameters which maximized that auxiliary function.
Re-estimation based on trajectory-independent probability calculations. Let σ i be the ith state of the model
. . , x t be a state sequence (i.e. for each t, x t = σ i for some i). Adopting Liporace's (1982) approach for the linear PTSHMM with trajectory-independent probabilities, it has been shown that the parameters of the new model M can be defined as follows:
where P(y, x|M) represents the joint probability of y and the state sequence x given the model M. To simplify notation, it is assumed that the state transition probability matrix A is strictly left-right, such that a i j = 1 if j = i + 1 and all other transition probabilities are equal to zero. S i = {x : x t = σ i for some t} is the set of state sequences which include state
is the duration and t mid = (t x,i + t x,i+1 − 1)/2 is the mid-point of x's occupancy of σ i . For the frames corresponding to this occupancy, m x,i (y) and c x,i (y) represent the best fit to the data for the slope and mid-point respectively,
and κ x,i and λ x,i are factors defined as
As with the original static PTSHMM re-estimation formulae derived by Russell (1992) , the right-hand sides of the above formulae include re-estimated parameter values. In practice, workable re-estimation formulae can be obtained by replacing the re-estimated values µ i , γ i , ν i , η i and τ i on the right-hand sides of the equations with the original values µ i , γ i , ν i , η i and τ i respectively. In the experiments described in Section 4, iterative application of these formulae did, as expected, lead to a monotonic increase in P(y|M).
The expressions for re-estimating the means for both the slope µ i and mid-point ν i represent weighted averages of the best-fitting trajectory parameters, taken over all the training segments. The re-estimation formulae for the variance terms are more complex, especially for the intrasegment variance τ i . However, an intuitive interpretation is possible, by first relating the re-estimation formulae to the corresponding formulae for linear PTSHMMs using most-likelytrajectory probabilities.
Relationship with re-estimation for linear PTSHMMs using most-likely-trajectory probabilities. The re-estimation formulae for the means µ i and ν i are the same whether mostlikely-trajectory or trajectory-independent probability calculations are used, which is to be expected as the difference between the two probability expressions depends only on the variance terms. presented linear PTSHMM re-estimation formulae using most-likely-trajectory probabilities in terms of the most likely values for the slope and mid-point. These most likely values (expressed in terms of re-estimated model parameters) arem
for the slope and mid-point respectively. The re-estimation formulae for the model variances are as follows:
whereP(y, x|M) represents the joint probability of y and the state sequence x given the model M and using most-likely-trajectory probabilities. Thus the extra-segment variances γ i and η i are determined from the variability of each of the most-likely-trajectory parameters about their model means, and the intra-segment variance τ i is determined from the variability of the observations about the most likely trajectory. By substituting the most-likely-trajectory expressions form x,i (y) andĉ x,i (y) into Equations (7) to (9) and simplifying, it can be shown that the variance re-estimation formulae for the most-likely-trajectory approach can be expressed as
By comparison of Equations (10)- (12) with Equations (4)- (6), it is evident that the only difference between the two sets of re-estimation formulae is that in the case of the trajectoryindependent approach there are model-and duration-dependent weighting terms in the denominators. The re-estimation formulae for the trajectory-independent approach can therefore be interpreted in terms of variability associated with the most likely trajectory, but with weighting factors to give more influence to longer-duration segments (where the most likely trajectory is a more reliable estimate of the true trajectory).
Relationship with other models
This section considers the relationship of linear PTSHMMs with models which can be regarded as limiting cases (by fixing certain parameters to have values of zero), and also with other models which are closely related with the proposed probabilistic-trajectory approach.
Static PTSHMM. Static PTSHMMs can be viewed as a limiting case of linear PTSHMMs for which both the slope mean µ and the slope variance γ are fixed at zero, giving a constant trajectory (or "target") defined by the mid-point parameter. Hence the linear PTSHMM probability expression in Equation (1) reduces to
which is equivalent to the expression given by Gales and Young (1993) for static models.
Standard HMM. Standard HMMs with single-Gaussian output distributions can be viewed as a limiting case of static PTSHMMs for which the mid-point extra-segment variance η is zero. In this case the output probability of the observations y becomes
which is equivalent to the standard HMM probability calculation (with the possibility of easily including a realistic duration model, as in the approaches of Russell and Moore (1985) and Levinson (1986) ).
Fixed-trajectory SHMM(FTSHMM).
Linear trajectory-based segment models such as those suggested by Gish and Ng (1993) and by Deng et al. (1994) can be treated as fixedtrajectory segmental HMMs (FTSHMMs). In the same way that a standard HMM can be regarded as a static PTSHMM with zero extra-segment variance, a linear FTSHMM can be represented as a limiting case of a linear PTSHMM, with the extra-segment variances η and γ of the mid-point and slope both set to zero such that the mid-point and slope values are always equal to the model means and therefore define a single linear trajectory.
A prior can be placed on the FTSHMM parameters for the purposes of model adaptation (Kannan & Ostendorf, 1997 , Rathinavelu & Deng, 1997 . However, in this case all instances of an adapted model unit share the same most likely trajectory, whereas for the PTSHMM the most likely trajectory is specific to each individual segment example.
Standard HMM with variable frame-rate analysis. Variable frame-rate (VFR) analysis (Peeling & Ponting, 1991 ) is a method for data-rate reduction in which sequences of similar observation vectors are replaced by a single vector. In its simplest form, the VFR algorithm removes vectors from an observation sequence, based on a distance between the current vector and the most recently retained vector. Observations are discarded if the distance is below a threshold, so compressing quasi-constant regions into a single vector. The static PTSHMM can be interpreted as an extension and integration of VFR analysis with HMMs (Russell, 1992) . From this perspective, the retained vector in VFR analysis is replaced by the segment target, with the PTSHMM providing an integrated probabilistic framework instead of the simple preprocessing threshold parameter for determining whether or not any one sequence constitutes a "segment".
Target state segment model. Digalakis (1992) suggested a special case of a dynamical system model which is based on the same concept as the static PTSHMM, in that more global forms of variability are fixed throughout a segment but time-evolving characteristics are not modelled. This "target state segment model" was represented by fixing the hidden state to be constant at its initial value for all values of t. In terms of the multiple-region-per-segment approach adopted by Digalakis, the static PTSHMM corresponds to the target state segment model with one region per segment. The target state model with more than one region per segment differs from the static PTSHMM, as the unobserved state is fixed throughout the segment but the observation noise can change (in both mean and variance) from one region to the next.
Dynamical system model. Although the static PTSHMM is closely related with the target state version of the dynamical system model used by Digalakis (1992) , there is no direct analogy with the dynamical system model for more general PTSHMMs, which model dynamics by assuming that the underlying parametric trajectory is of higher-than-zero order. In the PTSHMM, the underlying trajectory is defined by parameters which vary across examples but are fixed for any one state occupancy. The dynamical system model uses a rather different representation, whereby the underlying trajectory can vary in its starting point but is then defined by a noisy linear relation between successive points, where the Gaussian noise terms are assumed to be uncorrelated. It therefore does not impose such tight constraints on the relationship between the acoustic vectors describing the complete segment as is possible with the dynamic PTSHMM. The multiple-region phone-based dynamical system model does, however, allow for some modelling of dependencies across the entire phone. This is some advantage over the PTSHMM if more than one segment is required to describe the underlying trajectory vector for the duration of a phone, as segments are currently treated as independent. Most of the requirement for more than one segment per phone with PTSHMMs could probably be overcome by using a higher-order trajectory where necessary for phones to be adequately represented with a single segment.
Non-parametric PTSHMMs. Recently, Goldberger, Burshtein and Franco (1997) have proposed a segmental HMM which incorporates the notion of a probabilistic (or "random") non-parametric trajectory. In describing their model, Goldberger et al. specified trajectories in terms of displacement relative to the model mean (rather than absolute trajectory location as used here). Expressed in this way, a non-parametric PTSHMM can be thought of as a sequence of static PTSHMMs, but with the displacement being the same across all model states for any one example of a segment.
Connected-digit recognition experiments

Introduction
The ultimate aim for the new modelling approach is higher accuracy on demanding speech recognition tasks. However, as pointed out by Bourlard (1995) at the EUROSPEECH conference, new paradigms cannot necessarily be expected to give performance gains immediately. Many years of research may be required before new models can compete with an established formalism. The emphasis of the current experiments has been on gaining an understanding of the relationship between modelling assumptions and behaviour in recognition tasks. For these initial evaluations, a recognition task was required which would allow meaningful comparisons to be made between different segmental HMMs and conventional HMMs, while also enabling the properties of the segmental model to be investigated. It was considered appropriate to use a task which relied on acoustic discrimination ability with phone-based modelling units, with a manageable level of difficulty to be sensibly represented by a straightforward model set. A speaker-independent connected-digit recognition task using phone-based models was chosen because it requires a connected-word recognition algorithm such that segmentation occurs simultaneously with recognition, but is a simple task with a small vocabulary so that analysis of recognition errors is relatively straightforward. In addition, the small vocabulary offers a faster experiment turn-around time than is possible with larger vocabularies. The increase in computational load associated with segment models is such that it was considered important to begin with a small task when investigating the properties of PTSHMMs.
Continuous-density Gaussian HMMs have been used as the basis for the experiments, with the baseline provided by standard HMMs with a single-Gaussian output distribution per state. In all of the recognition experiments reported here, the emphasis has been on relative performance of different models rather than on achieving the best possible absolute performance. Therefore, although the systems are intended to provide a sufficiently good level of baseline performance to make comparisons meaningful, no attempt has been made to optimize details of the feature analysis, model inventory and so on. However, special consideration has been given to certain aspects of the systems which are particularly relevant when aiming to model speech segments appropriately from an acoustic-phonetic viewpoint.
Experimental framework
Speech data
The test data (Russell, Moore, Tomlinson & Deacon, 1983) were four lists of 50 connecteddigit triples spoken by each of 10 male speakers, giving a total of 2000 words in the database. The training data (Browning, McQuillan, Russell & Tomlinson, 1991) consisted of a total of 4225 four-digit groups, comprising 19 digit sequences spoken by each of 225 male speakers, none of whom are included in the connected-digit test set described above. All of the available speech data had been sampled at 19.98 kHz, and analysed using a 27-channel critical-band filterbank spanning the range 0-10 kHz, producing output channel amplitudes quantized in units of 0.5 dB at a rate of 100 frames/s. The output from the filterbank was amplitude-normalized and then subjected to a cosine transform. The first eight cosine coefficients plus an average amplitude parameter were used as the basic feature set. Because of the critical-band scale of the filterbank, this feature set is very similar to the widely used "mel-cepstrum" features (Davis & Mermelstein, 1980) . The digit-recognition experiments on modelling segment dynamics have all been carried out using a feature set of just the nine "instantaneous" features, which represent only static characteristic of the spectrum at any one instant in time. However, some comparisons with standard HMMs including time-derivative features are described in Section 4.9.
Unit inventory and model structure
A context-independent "monophone" model was used to represent each distinct phoneme symbol in the digit vocabulary. The speech models were supplemented by four contextindependent non-speech models, to represent silence, breath noise and other non-speech noises of varying length. The training data had been previously annotated at the sentence or wordgroup level, with the non-speech regions annotated in terms of one of the four non-speech models.
The experiments reported here all used the simple left-right model structure that is typically used in most HMM systems, with three states per phone and single-state non-speech models. For standard HMMs, transitions were allowed from each state back to itself and on to the immediately following state. From the viewpoint of acoustic-phonetic modelling, the simple three-state-per-phone model structure is unlikely to be ideal, especially for segment models, but was considered to provide a good baseline as it represents an approach which has been used successfully for conventional HMMs.
When comparing segmental-HMM recognition performance with the performance of conventional HMMs, it was considered important to evaluate the different models of the acoustics, separately from any duration-modelling differences. Both the conventional and the segmental HMMs were therefore structured so that they did not distinguish between alternative models on the basis of transition probabilities or on the basis of segment duration probabilities in the case of the segmental HMMs. All transitions from a state were assigned the same transition probability, and for the segmental HMMs all the segment durations were assigned equal probability divided between the allowed duration range.
Standard-HMM training procedure
From a segment-modelling viewpoint, it was considered desirable that the HMM states should correspond to meaningful acoustic-phonetic events. The model means for the standard HMMs were therefore initialized based on a very small quantity of hand-annotated training data (three four-digit strings from each of two speakers, chosen to provide at least one example of each digit for each speaker). All model variances were initialized to the same arbitrary value. The model means and variances were then trained with five iterations of Baum-Welch reestimation. After five training iterations, the standard HMMs gave a baseline recognition performance of 8.6% word error rate. These models provide the starting point for all the segmental-HMM digit-modelling experiments described in this paper.
Segmental model structure
All phone models used a strict left-right topology with no self-loops so that the only allowed transition was from any given state onto the next state. The maximum segment duration was set to 10 frames, so imposing a maximum phone duration of 300 ms, which was considered adequate for most speech sounds in connected utterances (for read speech). The self-loops were retained for the non-speech models, to provide a simple way of accommodating any long periods without speech.
Segmental model sets for comparison
The aims of these experiments were to compare the performance of models using static and linear trajectory representations, to investigate the effect of distinguishing between extra-and intra-segmental variability using the PTSHMM, and to compare the most-likely-trajectory and the trajectory-independent approaches to calculating PTSHMM probabilities.
The performance of segmental HMMs was compared with that of the baseline standard HMMs, and also with models using the three-segment-per-phone model structure with the same duration constraints as for the new PTSHMMs but without the extra-segmental probability component. For the static PTSHMMs, the comparison was with models using the segmental duration constraints but with a conventional-HMM probability calculation. These models thus have the same structure as the hidden semi-Markov models investigated by Russell and Moore (1985) , but without a trained duration model. Instead the models have only a simple duration constraint (a maximum segment duration of 10 frames) and uniform duration distribution (a duration probability of 0.1 for durations from 1 to 10 frames, and a probability of zero for durations longer than 10 frames). For naming convenience, the duration-constrained HMMs studied here will be referred to as hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs). In the case of the linear PTSHMMs, a comparison was made with linear FTSHMMs.
Segmental-model training
Initialization strategy
The HSMMs and linear FTSHMMs were both initialized directly from the trained standard-HMM parameters. The intra-segment variances were copied from the standard-HMM variances and the extra-segment variances were set to zero. For the linear trajectory segment models, the slope means were initialized to zero so that the starting point was the same as for the HSMMs.
In the case of the PTSHMMs, initial estimates were required for both the extra-segment and the intra-segment parameters of the models. Although the precise values are not critical, preliminary experiments showed that it was important to initialize the extra-and intra-segment variances to appropriate values for representing typical (phone-dependent) variability for each model state, to ensure sensible segmentation at the start of training. The importance of initialization is not surprising, because the model relies on correctly balancing extra-and intrasegmental probabilities, and also because the implementation of the re-estimation equations for the variances used previous values in place of re-estimated values on their right-hand sides. Therefore, rather than relying on making a suitable arbitrary choice for the model initialization, an automatic procedure was used to initialize the model parameters directly from the complete set of training data as segmented by the trained standard HMMs. Different model sets were initialized as follows:
Static PTSHMMs. For each segment example, an average feature vector was computed as a measure of the "target" vector for that segment. Hence it was possible to estimate the mean target vector and its associated variance (the extra-segment distribution) for any one state, and also to determine the variance of the observations around their individual targets (the intra-segment distribution).
Linear PTSHMMS. The means and variances of the mid-points were initialized from the distributions of the individual mid-points, in the same way as for the static-model targets. With the addition of the slope parameters, there is a range of possibilities for how the model parameters can be used to represent the data. At one extreme, the slope of a feature trajectory can be allowed to vary sufficiently widely to give a close match to all observed sequences of features for the segment, so the intra-segment variance should be very small. Alternatively the trajectory slope can be more constrained, with a larger intra-segment variance to allow for the greater variability of the observations around the trajectory. At the most extreme, the value of the slope parameter could be fixed for any one model so that its variance would be zero and extrasegmental variability would be modelled only for the mid-point parameter. The first (flexibleslope) approach should be able to represent all observed trajectories quite closely, while the second (constrained-slope) approach provides more model-dependent constraints, which may be better for short segments when it is difficult to compute a representative slope from the data alone. To investigate the properties of these alternative approaches, two very different initialization strategies for the slope parameters (and hence model sets) were compared, thus,
(1) flexible slope: the means and variances of the individual trajectory slopes were determined and the intra-segment variance around the individual trajectories was estimated based on collected statistics for all training examples; (2) constrained slope: the slope means were initialized to zero and the slope variances were set to allow no variability in the slope parameter. For the trajectory-independent approach, this was achieved by simply setting the slope variances to zero in the same way as for the FTSHMMs. In the case of the most-likely-trajectory approach, the slope variance was set to a small value rather than to zero so that the most-likely-trajectory probability calculation could be applied in the normal way, without requiring the special treatment which would have been needed for variances of zero. The slope variance was assigned a suitable small value, chosen so that the most likely slope was forced to be close to its model mean and the corresponding slope probability was always approximately unity. The intra-segment variances were initialized to the same values as for the static models, in order to represent variability of the observations around a line with segmentdependent mid-point but fixed zero-mean slope.
Training procedure
For the static PTSHMMs and for both the flexible-slope and constrained-slope linear PTSHMMs, one set of models was trained using the most-likely-trajectory approach and another set was trained using the trajectory-independent approach, adopting the Baum-Welch-type reestimation procedures given in Section 3. The set of HSMMs and the set of linear FTSHMMs were also trained with their appropriate Baum-Welch-type re-estimation procedures. In all cases, several iterations of re-estimation were applied to verify that the training algorithms were converging sensibly. This experimental validation of PTSHMM training was considered important for two reasons. First, a formal proof of convergence of the modified Baum-Welch algorithm has only been derived for static PTSHMMs (Russell, 1992) case. Second, as already explained in Section 3.3.2, the implementations of the re-estimation formulae involved replacing the re-estimated values for the model parameters on the right-hand sides with their corresponding original values. The probability of the training set was observed to increase with each successive iteration and to converge after around five iterations. For example, Figure 1 shows the probability of the training set as a function of iteration number for different sets of linear PTSHMMs. The models have quickly converged to their locally-optimum parameter values, which is presumably due to the model initialization procedure having ensured that the extra-and intra-segment variances started with approximately correct values (given the modelling assumptions of either the flexible-slope or the constrained-slope approach).
Trained-model characteristics
All the model sets were considered to be adequately trained after five iterations of reestimation. For both the linear FTSHMMs and the constrained-slope linear PTSHMMs, the slope means had moved from their initial zero values to model-dependent non-zero values after training. The flexible-slope linear PTSHMMs had retained the characteristic of allowing considerable variability in the slope parameter. As a consequence, the intra-segment variances were generally smallest for these models, followed by the constrained-slope linear PTSHMMs and then by the static PTSHMMs. The intra-segment variances of all the PTSHMMs tended to be much smaller than the total variability as represented by the HSMMs or linear FTSHMMs.
Comparing corresponding sets of models trained using the trajectory-independent approach with those trained using the most-likely-trajectory algorithm, the values of the model parameters were quite similar, although both the extra-and intra-segment variances were generally somewhat greater when trained using the trajectory-independent approach. This effect can be predicted from the definitions of the re-estimation formulae: in the case of the trajectoryindependent algorithm, the denominators in the re-estimation formulae for the variance include multipliers whose values must always be less than unity. 
Recognition results and discussion
The connected-digit recognition results are shown in Table I for the different sets of segmental models, compared with the baseline HMMs after both five and ten training iterations. The table shows many interesting differences between the recognition performance of the different types of model. The main points to note are as follows.
• The HSMMs with a maximum segment duration of 10 frames gave an error rate of 6.6%, which is lower than that of the conventional HMMs even when further training had been applied (8.4%). Thus, for the experimental task investigated here, there were considerable advantages in constraining the maximum segment duration, which acts to prevent unrealistically long occupancies for the speech model states.
• The lowest word error rate achieved with the static PTSHMMs was 7.5%, which is not quite as good as the 6.6% obtained with the HSMMs. Both sets of models appeared to be adequately trained after five iterations of re-estimation, as performing a further five iterations did not reduce the word error rate. It therefore appears that, for a static trajectory assumption, there is no benefit from adopting the PTSHMM approach of separating out intra-from extra-segmental variability.
• The linear FTSHMMs gave a word error rate of 4.9%, which is an improvement over the 6.6% error rate achieved with the HSMMs. This result demonstrates the benefits of incorporating a linear trajectory representation to describe how features change over time.
• The best performance achieved with the linear PTSHMMs was an error rate of 2.9%, which represents a reduction in error rate of 40% over the performance of the linear FTSHMMs. This result shows considerable further advantage due to separating out extra-from intra-segmental variability, in addition to the benefits of the linear trajectory description.
• The linear PTSHMMs with constrained slope gave the best recognition performance, whereas the linear PTSHMMs with flexible slope performed worse than the baseline standard HMMs. This finding suggests that linear PTSHMMs provide better discrimination when they represent extra-segmental variability in the mid-point but not in the slope parameters. In the process of investigating the characteristics of linear PTSHMMs, some further studies were carried out in an attempt to identify a better model initialization strategy which incorporated some degree of variability in the slope parameters. However, no strategy was identified which outperformed the approach of initializing both the mean and variance of the slope parameters to zero.
• The recognition performance of all the sets of PTSHMMs with most-likely-trajectory probabilities was much worse than that of the corresponding models with probabilities calculated using the trajectory-independent algorithm. There were problems with word substitution and deletion errors, which corresponded to a preference for representing frame sequences by a single long segment rather than using multiple shorter segments. This poor performance did not appear to be a result of insufficient training, as performing a further five iterations of re-estimation only reduced the word error rate slightly. For example, the error rate for the static PTSHMMs reduced from 30.7% to 29.8%. Furthermore, the poor performance is not caused by differences in the re-estimation algorithms, as an informal test established that the models trained using the mostlikely-trajectory approach gave good performance provided that trajectory-independent probabilities were used in recognition. The differences must therefore be due to the modelling assumptions involved in the probability calculations themselves, and these are analysed and discussed in Section 4.8.
Analysis of modelling issues arising with the most-likely-trajectory approach
The pattern of recognition errors demonstrated a problem with recognizing short-duration segments when using most-likely-trajectory probabilities. Previous analyses of data distributions (Holmes & Russell, 1996 have demonstrated that these difficulties were caused by inappropriateness of the (single) Gaussian assumption for the intra-segmental distribution of observations relative to their most likely trajectory, when taken over all segment examples of all durations. This is an example of a problem arising due to the well-known difficulty of estimating a population mean and variance from a small sample of data, where in this case each example segment represents a data sample. The most likely trajectory is strongly influenced by the data, and so the variance of the observations around that trajectory tends to be smaller than the variance around the "true" underlying trajectory, especially for short segments.
In the earlier studies (Holmes & Russell, 1996 , the recognition problems with most-likely-trajectory probabilities were alleviated by extending the model to describe the observed intra-segmental distributions. This was achieved by using a mixture of two Gaussians, each with the same mean but one with much smaller variance than the other. However, the results presented in Table I show better performance with fewer parameters by retaining the single-Gaussian model structure but using the trajectory-independent approach to computing probabilities. By intrinsically considering all possible trajectories, the trajectory-independent approach does not suffer from the data-bias problems which were experienced when using the most likely trajectory.
Comparisons with HMMs using time-derivative features
The experiments described so far have demonstrated recognition performance improvements by incorporating a linear model of temporal dynamics within a segment-based framework. However, successful conventional HMM-based recognizers almost always include some representation of dynamic characteristics within the acoustic feature vectors themselves. Comparisons were therefore made with models using conventional HMM probability calculations with time-derivative features, computed for each frame using the typical approach of applying linear regression over a window of five frames centred on the current frame. Both HMMs and then HSMMs were trained using an acoustic feature set which included time-derivative features of the original nine instantaneous features, to give a total of 18 features. The performance of these models was significantly improved over that which had been obtained using only instantaneous features, to give error rates of 1.5% and 1.6% for the HMMs and HSMMs respectively. Thus, when derivative features were included, the duration constraints provided by the HSMM did not give any advantage over the standard HMM.
The conventional HMMs with time-derivative features have given an error rate of only 1.5%, whereas the best error rate achieved with the linear PTSHMMs (using only instantaneous features) was 2.9%. The result of this comparison is disappointing, but can be explained by differences in the extent to which the two models are able to represent dynamics. Although the use of derivative features only provides implicit modelling of dynamics, some representation of change is provided for every frame. However, the segmental models studied here have been limited to representing dynamics within any one segment, and the representations are therefore only reliable for segments which are at least a few frames long. Given the high proportion of single-frame "segments" which have been observed in the current task, there were considerable restrictions on the possible segment-modelling opportunities. For this reason, further performance advantages may be obtained by using derivative features with the segmental models, as has been found by other researchers, for example Digalakis (1992) . Given that the error rate was already very low with conventional HMMs when including time-derivative features, it was not considered worthwhile trying this approach for the digit recognition task. In addition, it is not an appropriate solution from the viewpoint of the overall aim to develop a more realistic underlying model of the time-evolving characteristics of speech, for which it will be necessary to model dynamics across segment boundaries.
Phonetic classification experiments
Introduction
The aim of the experiments described in this section was to perform an initial evaluation of the performance of PTSHMMs with trajectory-independent probabilities on a phonetic classification task, which involves determining the identity of speech segments with specified phonetic boundaries. This task provided a means to investigate and compare phonetic-modelling capabilities for different speech sounds. Studying classification rather than recognition has computational advantages, but also allows for the investigation of description and discrimination abilities separately from segmentation properties. The main emphasis was still on representing dynamics within the model applied to sequences of "instantaneous" acoustic features representing the spectrum at particular instants in time. However, in order to also assess whether there were performance benefits from applying the segmental HMM to dynamic features as well as instantaneous features, some experiments included time-derivative features. All the PT-SHMM experiments described in this section were carried out using the trajectory-independent approach to computing probabilities, as the results of the connected-digit recognition experiments indicated that the most-likely-trajectory approach was not worth pursuing.
Phonetic classification task
A useful set of data for evaluating phonetic classification performance is the DARPA TIMIT acoustic-phonetic continuous-speech database of American English (Lamel, Kassel & Seneff, 1986; Garofolo et al., 1993) . This database comprises 6300 utterances, all of which have been phonetically transcribed, segmented and labelled. TIMIT was designed to provide broad phonetic coverage, and is therefore particularly appropriate for testing approaches to improved acoustic-phonetic modelling.
When classifying the data segments, all phones were treated as equally likely, so that no language model was used to constrain the allowed phone sequences. This approach was considered appropriate for investigating improved acoustic-phonetic modelling, but it does make the classification/recognition task very difficult. As a consequence, (allowing for the expected differences between results for classification and those for recognition) performance was expected to be worse than that for most published experiments using TIMIT which typically use some form of phone language model. Furthermore, no attempt has been made to optimize the baseline in terms of model inventory, feature set and so on. For these reasons, it is not useful to include any tabular comparisons with other published TIMIT results. As with the digit experiments, the emphasis here is on the relative performance of the different segmental HMMs compared with the standard HMMs.
Speech data
The experiments reported here used the TIMIT designated training set and the core test set, using data only from the male speakers. The sizes of these data sets were 2608 spoken sentences for training (eight utterances from each of 326 speakers), and 128 for testing (eight utterances from each of 16 speakers). The available data had already been analysed by applying a 20 ms Hamming window to the 16 kHz-sampled speech at a rate of 100 frames/s and computing a fast Fourier transform. The output had been converted to a mel scale with 20 channels, and a cosine transform had been applied. The first 12 cosine coefficients together with an average amplitude feature formed the basic feature set for the work described here. Some experiments have also included derivative features, computed for each frame by applying linear regression over a five-frame window centred on the current frame.
Model sets
The basic inventory of model units was defined as the set of 61 symbols which are used in the time-aligned phonetic transcriptions provided with TIMIT. However, the two different silence symbols used in these transcriptions were represented by a single silence model, to give 60 model units. In common with most other work using TIMIT, when scoring recognition output the 60-symbol set was reduced to the 39-category scoring set using by Lee and Hon (1989) .
Experiments were carried out with context-independent ("monophone") models, and also with right-context-dependent biphones, which depend on only the immediately-following phoneme context. In order to avoid training context-dependent models for which there were insufficient data to estimate the model parameters reliably, a model was trained for a given biphone context only if there were at least 10 occurrences of that biphone in the training data. All examples which did not contribute to a biphone model were used to update the relevant monophone model.
The basic model structure for both the conventional and the segmental HMMs was the same as the one used for the digit experiments, with three states per speech model and single-state non-speech models. However, this structure imposes a minimum duration of three frames for every speech unit, whereas some of the labelled phone segments are shorter than three frames. In order to accommodate these very short utterances, the structure of all the speech models was extended to allow transitions from the initial state to all emitting states but with a very low probability of 0.00001. Setting this transition probability to a low value was important in order to preserve the general time-evolving nature of the three-state model structure and so minimize errors which might arise from inappropriate use of the skip transitions. As with the digit experiments, all other transition probabilities from each state were set to be equal and transition probabilities were not re-estimated. In the case of the segmental HMMs, all duration probabilities were also set to be equal (with a maximum segment duration of 10 frames) and were not re-estimated.
Training procedure
Standard HMMs
The provided time-aligned transcriptions were used both for initialization and training of the models. The model means and variances for the monophone HMMs were initialized by dividing each labelled phone segment into three equal-length subsegments to represent the model states, and five iterations of Baum-Welch re-estimation were applied. The trained monophone models were used to initialize biphone models, and three further iterations of re-estimation were then performed.
Segmental HMMs
The segmental models were assigned three segments per phone with the same model structure and unit inventories as were used for the TIMIT experiments with standard HMMs. Four types of segmental models were compared:
• HSMMs (conventional HMM probabilities but with a duration constraint);
• static PTSHMMs (with trajectory-independent probabilities);
• linear FTSHMMs; and • linear PTSHMMs (with trajectory-independent probabilities).
The experiments used the approaches to model initialization and training that were most successful for the digit-modelling experiments. Thus monophone segment models were initialized from the relevant set of trained standard-HMM monophones. The initial HSMM parameters were obtained by simply copying from the corresponding standard-HMM parameters. Initial estimates for the linear FTSHMMs were obtained in the same way, with the slope means initialized to zero. To initialize the PTSHMMs, the model parameters were estimated on the basis of a state-level segmentation of the entire training set. This segmentation was obtained by using a Viterbi alignment procedure with the relevant set of trained standard HMMs to divide each of the provided annotations into three segments. The static PTSHMMs were initialized by computing segment averages and their associated within-and between-segment variability using the same approach as described in Section 4.5.1. The linear PTSHMMs were initialized in the same way, with the slope means and variances set to zero.
For all sets of segment models, five iterations of the appropriate Baum-Welch-type reestimation were applied. The resulting trained segment-based monophones were used to initialize biphone models (using the same approach as for the standard HMMs), which were then trained with a further three iterations of re-estimation.
Classification results
The classification error for each of the model sets is given in Table II and the main points to observe about the influence of model type are summarized below:
• Using the HSMM model structure to impose a duration constraint gave somewhat different classification performance from that which was obtained with conventional HMMs.
The HSMMs performed very slightly better than the HMMs when time-derivative features were included, but were somewhat worse than the HMMs when only instantaneous features were used. Further analysis would be required to understand the nature of the differences between the model sets for segments of different duration. However, for the current experiments the main purpose of these models was to provide a baseline with which to compare the performance of the sets of segment models using different output probabilities in addition to the duration constraint.
• There was no performance advantage from the static PTSHMMs, which generally performed slightly worse than the corresponding HSMMs.
• Using linear FTSHMMs, which introduce a linear trajectory description without any distinction between different types of variability, improved performance relative to that of the HSMMs.
• There were further performance benefits from distinguishing between intra-and extrasegmental variability of the mid-point parameter in conjunction with the linear trajectory model.
The pattern of the TIMIT classification results presented here is consistent with the pattern of both the digit recognition results reported in Section 4 and the TIMIT recognition results reported by Gales and Young (1993) . To summarize, making a distinction between extra-and intra-segmental variability was found to improve model discrimination power when used in conjunction with an appropriate (linear) trajectory assumption, but not when the trajectory assumption was highly inaccurate (as with the static representation used here).
Some interesting observations about the influence of feature set and model type can also be made from Table II . The linear PTSHMMs gave better performance than the baseline HSMMs for both monophone and biphone models, with and without including time-derivative features. The percentage reductions in the error rates when using only instantaneous features were 8.5% and 11.1% for monophone and biphone models respectively. The corresponding figures when also including time-derivative features were 5.7% and 8.8%. Two interesting observations from these comparisons are as follows:
• The linear PTSHMM was most beneficial when using context-dependent models. The trajectory-based SHMM is presumably not so useful for monophone models due to the number of different phonetic events (and therefore quite distinct trajectories) that typically need to be accommodated within a single model. • The improvement from using linear PTSHMMs rather than HSMMs was smaller with time-derivatives in the feature set than when only instantaneous features were used. This finding was to be expected, as some dynamic information would already be provided by the time-derivative features. However, the linear trajectory model evidently gave useful additional information as there were substantial performance gains even with time-derivative features. The benefits may arise from the more appropriate model of dynamics provided by the segmental model, and also from implicit inclusion of secondorder dynamic information.
Effect of phone class on discrimination capability
Of the conditions tested in the current experiments, the linear PTSHMMs gave better overall classification performance than the models using conventional output probabilities. The performance of the linear PTSHMMs relative to that of the HSMMs was next analysed as a function of phone class, in order to determine whether the segmental model of dynamics was more beneficial for some types of sound than others. The 39 TIMIT scoring symbols were therefore grouped into seven different phone classes for stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, semivowels and glides, vowels and diphthongs. For each phone class, the classification error rate was determined for the HSMMs and for the linear PTSHMMs. The percentage improvement in error rate for the linear PTSHMMs was then calculated. The results of this analysis are shown in Table III for the biphone models of mel-cepstrum features (without time-derivatives).
The linear PTSHMMs improved performance for all the phone classes, but were most beneficial for the diphthongs and for the semivowels and glides. These sounds are characterized by highly dynamic continuous changes, and so the trajectory model should be particularly advantageous. The performance gain was smallest for the stops, which have rather different dynamic characteristics involving abrupt changes between relatively steady-state regions. Some model of dynamics across segment boundaries may be the most appropriate way to represent these changes, which are obviously important for signalling the presence of a stop.
Discussion
The experiments described in this section have demonstrated that a linear trajectory PTSHMM offers performance advantages for phonetic classification as well as for connected-digit recognition. The benefit arises mainly from using the linear trajectory to describe segment-level dynamics, but with some additional improvement from distinguishing between different types of variability. The phone classification results have also reinforced the importance of accurate modelling in order to maximize the advantage from the linear PTSHMM, which was greatest for the more accurate context-dependent models.
Some interesting differences between different phone classes have been identified, with the linear PTSHMM giving most advantage for those sounds with smoothly-changing dynamic characteristics. These experiments have used a simple allocation of three segments per phone. The performance should be further improved by representing each phone by the number of segments required to represent typical trajectories. More detailed study of the relationship between phone characteristics and classification performance may also give insights into the best way to model the time-evolving characteristics of different phones. The performance of the linear PTSHMMs when using only instantaneous features was considerably worse than that obtained when including time-derivative features with the HSMMs, so in the long-term more research is evidently needed to develop a fully-comprehensive model of dynamics. Nevertheless, from a practical viewpoint the linear PTSHMMs with biphone models and time-derivative as well as instantaneous features have provided a worthwhile improvement in discrimination over any of the other conditions tested.
General discussion and conclusions
Review of main findings
Improvements in recognition performance have been demonstrated with a new segmental model which distinguishes variability between speech segments from that within segments and uses a trajectory representation of how features change over time. However, achieving good recognition accuracy with PTSHMMs was found to be dependent upon the modelling assumptions being a fairly close approximation to the characteristics of real speech. It was shown that the assumptions must be accurate both for the trajectory descriptions and for the models of variability, as outlined below.
Trajectory descriptions
The findings of the experiments suggest that, provided the trajectory assumption is reasonably accurate, it is useful to model extra-segment variation as a distribution of trajectory parameters. Thus, modelling variability in the mid-point parameter of a linear trajectory model improved recognition performance over that which was achieved with a comparable fixed-trajectory model. However, modelling variability in the target parameter of a static model gave no improvement over any benefit from simply introducing the segmental structure. It is important for the trajectory model to be accurate, because discrimination power depends mainly on the extra-segmental component of the model (while the intra-segmental component ensures that the trajectory is a good representation of the observation sequences).
In addition to the importance of the validity of the trajectory assumption, it appears to be important that each trajectory parameter varies in a consistent way. Modelling variability in the linear-model slope parameter was found to be detrimental to recognition performance. This characteristic is probably due to a combination of difficulty in identifying the underlying slope for short segments, and the many factors that affect trajectory slope but which have not been modelled here (see Section 6.2 for further discussion).
Models of variability
The results of the digit recognition experiments demonstrated problems with using a mostlikely-trajectory approach to calculate segment probabilities. These problems were avoided by using a "trajectory-independent" approach which considered all possible trajectories when calculating segment probabilities. By considering all possible trajectories, there was a reasonable balance between the intra-and extra-segmental probabilities, which was necessary for the correct evaluation of alternative segmentations and hence for appropriate behaviour of the models in recognition tasks.
It is interesting to note that the PTSHMM investigated here represents a small deviation from the standard HMM formalism, yet gives rise to many modelling issues which need to be addressed for the approach to work successfully. The HMM approach makes only very general assumptions about speech characteristics which, although a very poor approximation for some aspects of real speech signals, apply uniformly on a frame-by-frame basis to all possible segmentations of an utterance. This simplicity is probably part of the reason for the success and robustness of the conventional HMM approach. As soon as more complex assumptions are made, in which different aspects of the structure of the signal are modelled differently, the consistency and relative validity of those assumptions becomes much more important.
Issues for further developments of the PTSHMM
The experimental investigations described in this paper have clearly demonstrated the potential of linear PTSHMMs to improve recognition performance over that which can be achieved with standard HMMs given the same set of acoustic features. However, it is also apparent that the segmental model used in these experiments addresses only some of the speechmodelling limitations of HMMs. The accuracy and the robustness of the models should be considerably improved by incorporating a realistic duration model, with segment-dependent ranges of allowed durations and trained distributions of the associated duration probabilities. There are also many aspects of the acoustic modelling components of the segmental-HMM approach which could better reflect the characteristics of speech patterns. A few possibilities are considered below.
Choice of modelling unit
Rather than using three segments to model every phone, it may be better to represent each phone by the minimum number of segments needed to describe typical trajectories. With a linear trajectory model, three segments may not be enough for certain sounds such as diphthongs, while it may be too many for other sounds such as unstressed vowels or voiceless fricatives. For highly dynamic sounds such as certain diphthongs it may be better to use fewer states and have a quadratic trajectory model, but for other segments even a static model may be sufficient.
Effect of segment duration on trajectory realization
Segment duration is one specific influence on trajectory realization which could be treated separately. The lack of any explicit model for effects of segment duration is probably at least part of the reason why attempts at modelling variability in the trajectory slope parameter were not successful. When slope variability due to duration effects was combined with other causes of variation, the total variability may have been too great to be useful modelled. Within the PTSHMM framework, one possible solution would be to treat segment duration as an additional prior which influences the distribution of possible underlying trajectories for any one segment.
Modelling dependencies across segment boundaries
Speech production is a continuous process and so a complete model for the dynamic characteristics of speech signals must obviously incorporate effects which occur across segment boundaries as well as within segments. A comprehensive model should ideally include continuity of speaker characteristics during an utterance as well as specific dynamic characteristics across the boundary from one segment to the next. It appears that only a very few models have been suggested which address the issue of continuity across segment boundaries. Wiewiorka and Brookes (1996) demonstrated some improvements in recognition performance with an approach deriving context-dependent trajectory models by exponential interpolation between the feature values for successive HMM states.
Modelling dynamic characteristics across acoustic-phonetic boundaries should provide significant additional useful information for discrimination. For example, Goldenthal (1994) demonstrated performance advantages from including separate transition segment models. The findings of the current experiments with time-derivative features suggest that some representation of dynamics across segment boundaries may well be essential for segmental models to outperform simple use of time-derivative features (which always give some indication of temporal change). In addition, a comprehensive model of dynamics across segment boundaries will intrinsically include a representation of effects of phonetic context on trajectory realization, and could potentially replace the need for large numbers of context-dependent models for the phones.
Modelling speaker-dependent effects
Any approach based on "speaker-independent" modelling uses a single distribution to represent all variability associated with any one model parameter, irrespective of whether that variability arises due to occasion-to-occasion variation for any one speaker or due to differences between speakers. This problem is somewhat reduced for segment models in comparison with conventional HMMs, as the representation applies to segments rather than to individual frames. Furthermore, in the case of the PTSHMM it does not seem unreasonable to represent intra-segment variation around the underlying trajectory as being the same for all instances of any one segment, but the trajectory parameters themselves will undoubtedly vary from speaker to speaker. In addition to short-term spectral variability, the detailed dynamic characteristics may vary from one speaker to another (models of segment dynamics have been shown to be useful for speaker verification (e.g. Liu & Wang, 1996) ). Variation across speakers may be another contributory cause of the problems which were experienced in modelling variability in the slope parameters of the linear PTSHMMs. These models may therefore be more beneficial if they are speaker-specific, or alternatively performance of the PTSHMMs might be improved if they were able to represent multi-modal distributions of the trajectory parameters. As pointed out by Gales and Young (1993) , it is quite straightforward to extend a PTSHMM to incorporate multiple mixture components in the extra-segment distributions, which would accommodate variability due to different speakers in the same way as is typical for conventional HMMs. In addition, it may be beneficial to adapt the trajectory models to individual speakers. Recently, Bayesian adaptation techniques have been successfully applied to polynomial trajectory segment models (Kannan & Ostendorf, 1997; Rathinavelu & Deng, 1997) , and it could be useful to build on this work to develop adaptation methods for PTSHMMs.
Choice of acoustic features
The experiments described in this paper have demonstrated improved modelling and recognition performance through representing underlying trajectories of mel-cepstrum features. It would be interesting to investigate alternative feature sets which are more directly related to the mechanisms of speech production and which may therefore provide a better basis for modelling dynamics. Recently, a method of formant analysis has been developed (Holmes, Holmes & Garner, 1997) , that includes techniques which largely overcome the difficulties normally associated with extracting and using formant information. An important novel feature is the association of formant frequency values with an estimate of confidence in their measurement accuracy, so that less reliable frequency estimates can be given less weight in recognition decisions. Formant frequencies derived using this technique have been shown by to be beneficial in conventional HMM recognition, for which including the formant features improved recognition performance in comparison with just using melcepstrum features, given the same total number of features. The performance of PTSHMMs for these features is currently being evaluated, with the aim of assessing whether there are advantages to modelling trajectories in a domain where temporal changes can be expected to have a more direct relationship with the phonetic properties of the speech.
General conclusion
This section has suggested a number of possible future developments in the acoustic-modelling capabilities of probabilistic-trajectory segmental HMMs, which could be explored along with the incorporation of a realistic duration model. Such developments have the potential to lead to further advances in recognition performance, especially for demanding tasks, by taking greater advantage of the underlying structure and constraints inherent in speech patterns.
